What is Peer Review?

A peer-to-peer, mutual mentoring event for all Parsons and New School Full time faculty

Friday, February 28
10 am - 5 pm
Wolff Conference Room
6 East 16th, Room 1103

PROGRAM

PART 1: MORNING
10am -12pm

What is “Traditional” Peer Review?
Moderator:
Janet Kraynak Parsons ADHT/Lang
Laura Auricchio Parsons ADHT/NSPE
Katayoun Chamany Leng
Matthew Robb Parsons SDS

Discussion about pay-to-play
Brief intro + open conversation

What is “Practice-based” Peer Review?
Moderator:
Cecilia Ponte NSPE
Ken Stevens Parsons SDS
Shelley Fox Parsons Fashion
Lara Penin Parsons SDS
Alfred Zollinger Parsons SCE

Lunch break: (food & drink provided)
12-12:30 pm

PART 2: EARLY AFTERNOON
12:30-2:30 pm

What is “Juried/Curated” Peer Review?
Moderator:
Radhika Subramaniam Parsons ADHT
Anthony Aziz Parsons AMT
Lucille Tansaz Parsons AMT
Lydia Matthews Parsons AMT
Jim Osman Parsons SDS

What is “Online” Peer Review?
Moderator:
Scott Pobiner Parsons SDS
Jamer Hunt Parsons SDS
Raz Godelnik Parsons SDS
Nitin Sawhney NSPE

Coffee break: (provided)
2:30-3 pm

PART 3: LATE AFTERNOON
3-5 pm

What is Scholarship of Teaching?
KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Anna Neumann
Teacher’s College, Columbia University

How does Scholarship of Teaching apply in practice-based learning?
Moderator:
Cynthia Lawson Parsons SDS
Chris London GPA Milano, NSPE
Gabriel Diaz Maggioli NSPE
Rama Chorpash Parsons SCE

In-process: evolving projects and pursuits
Moderator:
Robert Kirkbride Parsons SCE
Kyle Farmer Parsons Fashion
Fiona Dieffenbacher Parsons Fashion
Steven Faerm Parsons Fashion
John Roach Parsons SDS

Roundup
5 pm: Fun